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Abstract

The goal of this study is to investigate the properties of storm tracks and baro-
clinic waves propagation in the Northern Hemisphere. The general characteristics
and low-frequency (interannual) variability are the central work of this thesis, which
are examined in both observational analysis and theoretical interpretation. We use
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data of 12-hourly wind and geopotential height at 300 hpa,
isentropic potential vorticity (IPV) at 330K (potential temperature), monthly mean
zonal wind and temperature at 700 and 850 hpa in 23 winters (DJF, 1973-1996) and
16 summers(JJA, 1980-1995).

First, complex demodulation technique is applied to meridional wind (v', seasonal
mean removed) data to get 12-hourly wave amplitude packets (ve). Based on the
data of v' and ve, we compute the timelag correlation (for lags of -2 and +2 days).
After this, the wave coherence index (WCI) and packet coherence index (PCI) are
constructed to indicate the coherence of waves and wave packets propagation. Con-
trary to previous study by Wallace et al. (1988), baroclinic wave guides revealed in
our study has impressively different distribution with storm tracks, probably due to
the unfiltered data we used in calculation of timelag correlation. PCI is found to be
in good agreement with the relative change of wave packets in propagation. We sug-
gest that the chaotic development in regions of high baroclinicity can be the reason
for the decrease of PCI. 12-hourly group velocity and phase velocity are obtained by
tracking the most spatially coherent waves and wave packets between 12-hour time
interval, respectively. Based on 12-hourly group velocity, mean growth (decay) rate of
wave amplitude following group velocity is calculated. Secondly, theoretical analysis
of spatial and temporal coherence of wave packets is given from dispersion view of
spatial and temporal packets. The concept of temporal coherence, rather than spatial
coherence, is shown to be closer to the timelag correlation. Temporal coherence of
wave packets depends on the dispersion relation and group velocity, which can partly
explain why the wave coherence is somehow associated with the basic state flow.



Spatial coherence of wave packets, however, is mainly determined by the dispersion
relation. We also theoretically analyze two special conditions of spatial coherence of
wave packets in the atmosphere. In order to give quantitative indication of spatial
coherence of baroclinic waves and wave packets, we apply a box technique to calcu-
late 12-hourly spatial coherence of v' and ve respectively. The spatial coherence index
(SCI, time-mean result) of wave packets is found to be higher in the regions of lower
meridional IPV gradient in winter and summer. This observation shows that PV
front theory isn't good at describing the spatial coherence of baroclinic wave pack-
ets. The mid-latitude SCI of baroclinic waves is a bit higher than that of baroclinic
wave packets in winter, which suggests the way to forcast weather by exploring the
evolution of wave packets may not work in winter.

The interannual variabilities of storm tracks and baroclinic waves propagation are
investigated mainly by using the empirical orthogonal function analysis (EOF's) and
composite charts. Interannual seesaws of many fields such as westerlies, baroclinic-
ity, RMS(v') are impressive features in midlatitudes. And close relation among these
oscillations can be observed. Interannual variability of the first leading EOF mode of
RMS(v') is closely associated with the variations of basic state flow and baroclinicity.
The relations between other EOF modes and propagations of baroclinic waves and
wave packets are also examined. Both WCI and PCI are found to have high rela-
tions the interannual variability of storm tracks. We further investigate interannual
variations of timelag correlations of v' and ve in different regions along the baroclinic
wave guides. Low and high composite charts of basic state flow and intensity of storm
tracks, which are constructed according to the seasonal magnitude of of timelag corre-
lation of v', show that higher correlations are always accompanied by intensification
of storm tracks, and sometimes by the stronger basic state flow. We also find in
general timelag correlation of ve is higher when correlation of v' is higher.

Thesis Supervisor: Edmund K. M. Chang
Title: Assistant Professor of Meteorology
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Description of the dataset and analysis pro-

cedures

In a series of recent papers, Chang and Yu (1997, hereafter referred to as CY) applied

complex demodulation technique to separate zonal spatial wave packets from their

carrier waves, while keeping the wave functions of y (meridional coordinate) and t

(time) undemodulated, so that they could follow temporal evolution of zonal wave

packets. They also defined some coherence indices to depict the main characteristics

of waves and wave packets propagation. In this thesis, we apply CY's method to

analyze meridional wind data of 23 winters (DJF, 1973-1996) and 16 summers (JJA,

1980-1995) produced by NCEP/NCAR reanalysis project. Our data consist of 12-

hourly wind and geopotential height at 300 hpa, isentropic potential vorticity at 330K

(potential temperature), and monthly mean zonal wind, temperature at 700 and 850

hpa. For the purpose of convenience, we describe some concerned methodology next.

First, we demodulate wave field of v' (unfiltered meridional wind at 300 hpa with

seasonal mean removed) to get ve, assuming that:

v'(x, t) = Re[A(x, t)eikx] (1.1)

where k is the wave number of a typical mid-latitude baroclinic wave, and A(x, t)



is the envelope of the wave group and is slowly varying in space. ve is the absolute

value of A(x, t):

ve = IA(x, t) (1.2)

Secondly, for each base point, we calculate the timelag correlation (for lags of -2 days

and +2 days) of v' and ve in every winter season (1973-1996) to get 23 seasonal results.

The indications of coherence of waves and wave packets are obtained by averaging

the last 16 (1980-1996) timelag correlation maps. 1 The first index, plotted in Fig.

1-la, is the maximum correlation (in 16-winter mean map) of v' between the base

point and the larger of the first negative center or positive center upstream with a

negative timelag of -2 days. It's called wave upstream coherence index. Similarly,

we construct wave downstream coherence index by using positive timelag correlation

and the result is plotted in Fig. 1-lb. The pattern shown in Fig. 1-1c is the average

of the wave upstream and downstream coherence indices and referred to as wave

coherence index (WCI hereafter). Following similar steps as above, we construct the

packet upstream index (Fig. 1-2a) and downstream coherence index (Fig. 1-2b) for

ve. Again, the packet coherence index (PCI hereafter, Fig. 1-2c) is obtained by

averaging the packet upstream and downstream coherence indices, which is used as a

quantity to show the coherence of wave packets propagation. We strongly recommend

readers to read relevant description in CY carefully to get a full understanding of the

method and all indices we will use next.

The interannual variabilities of storm tracks and baroclinic waves propagation are

investigated mainly by applying the empirical orthogonal function analysis (EOF's)

to the 23-season data. Usually, the leading EOF modes will explain the principle

variations. More detail about this technique can be found in the works by Peixoto

and Oort (1992).

'The reason to use 16-season result is just for the purpose of convenience. Actually, we have also
looked at the 23-season result and found it's almost the same.
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1.2 Review of storm tracks, baroclinic wave guides

and spatially coherent path

The term of storm tracks was first brought up by Blackmon (1976). It's referred

to a mid-latitude band with the strongest baroclinic activities. However, there are

different opinions about how to define this band. Wallace et al. (1988) argued

that baroclinic waveguides would be a better term for it because both cyclones and

anticyclones contribute to the formation of this band and obviously anticyclones don't

bring bad weathers before they move off one local region. The difference between

storm tracks and the path of cyclones was pointed out by Nakamura (1992) but the

concept of storm tracks was still used in his paper, even though in some sense it

was misleading. In Fig. 1-3, we show the standard deviation (RMS hereafter) of

three variables: v', ve and z' (time-filtered geopotential height at 300 hpa). Here,

RMS patterns for different variables are given for a more complete picture of storm

tracks. Difference between filtered and unfiltered data for the wave evolution in storm

tracks can be found in papers by Chang (1993) and Berberry and Vera (1996). They

found unfiltered meridional wind is better in describing temporal evolution of wave

packets. Geopotential height data in this paper are processed using a simple two-step

difference filter suggested by Wallace et al..

In Fig. 1-3d, we can see an obvious break in the RMS field of z', which is located

between the Pacific storm track and Atlantic storm track. However, such a break in

RMS fields of v' and ve isn't impressive. Even some small differences exist among

RMS fields of v', ve and z', we still can observe a similar band of maxima (dedicated

by dark colors) extending along the middle latitude. Next it will be referred to as

storm tracks. Based on the analysis of filtered data, Wallace et al. argued that

baroclinic wave guides were located on the same positions as storm tracks thus they

were considered to be the same concept. It is found in our study that this is not true.

The observed difference between baroclinic wave guides (see shaded band in Fig. 1-

2c) 2 and storm tracks is due to the fact that we use unfiltered meridional wind data

2In CY, it has been shown that compared with WCI, PCI is better in depicting the baroclinic
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a) Mean Baroclinicity Index (DJF)

b) Mean Baroclinicity Index (JJA)
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Figure 1-4: a) Eady growth rate in winter, computed from differences between 700
and 850 hpa levels. b) Same as a), except in summer. Contour interval 0.1 day- .

The shades represent values greater than 0.6 and 0.8 respectively.

to calculate the timelag correlation. Next, we shall distinguish two definitions: storm

tracks and baroclinic wave guides. Storm tracks are referred to the regions with higher

RMS of certain chosen wave variable while baroclinic wave guides are referred to the

regions with higher PCI. They have definitely different distribution.

Hoskins and Valdes (1990) argued that diabatic heating is essential to the mainte-

nance of storm tracks, provided that high baroclinicity is the direct reason for storm

tracks. Using a channel model, Chang and Orlanski (1993) showed that downstream

radiation of fluxes by upstream perturbations is important to the zonal extension of

storm tracks.

The baroclinicity index in winter and summer, which actually is Eady Growth

Rate at lower level (700-850 hpa):

wave guides during Northern Hemisphere winter. Hence we regard PCI as the indication of baroclinic

wave guides here.



aBI = 0.31f z N-' (1.3)

is calculated (by using monthly mean zonal wind and averaging all monthly mean

results together) and shown in Fig. 1-4. The maximum region in winter (see Fig.

1-4a) is located near the Pacific jet core and definitely is upstream of storm tracks

maximum. It seems that storm tracks can't be contributed directly to the local waves

development due to high baroclinicity. Pierrehumbert (1984) showed that the most

unstable mode of perturbation has a spatial structure which reaches its maximum

at the position downstream of the maximum of baroclinicity. Similar results can be

found in model simulation study by Whitaker and Dole (1995) and Frederiksen and

Frederiksen (1993). This gives some hints that baroclinicity can have, even not direct,

but basic effect on the formation and variability of storm tracks. On the other hand,

downstream development provides us an useful tool to understand this problem. In

short, upper-level wave packets are seeded by low-level baroclinic developments and

radiate energy to their downstream regions. Hence the band of high eddy activities

(storm tracks) extend some distance into regions of low baroclinicity. We apply

a technique based on tracking the most spatially coherent wave packets to obtain

12-hourly group velocity (see section 3.3). After that, growth and decay rate of

wave packets ( 2ve) are calculated. Our results show a basic agreement with above

mechanism, but some problems also exist and probably need to be explained from

other views. More detail about this will be given in section 3.4.

Based on the theory of PV front wave propagation on f - plane, Chang and Yu

suggested that the geographical distribution of high PCI is related to the sharp PV

gradient in the upper troposphere because in that case group velocity is independent

of wave number and dispersive effect is very weak. Theoretical interpretation of

packet dispersion, spatial and temporal coherence of wave packets, will be left to

sections 5.1 and 5.2. We shall show that PCI and WCI aren't direct and complete

in depicting the spatial coherence of wave packets. This can also be seen from the

fact that PCI is the collection of maximum timelag correlation of each base point and
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Figure 1-5: a) 16-winter mean of meridional gradient of IPV. b) 13-summer mean of
meridioanl gradient of IPV. Contour interval 2 x 10-' 4 ms-'Kkg- 1. The shades in a)
represent values greater than 2 and 4, while in b) values greater than 2 are shaded.

timelag correlations are calculated using time series of ve, instead of spatial series

of ve. And observationally, we shall show PCI pattern is in good agreement with

relative growth (decay) of propagating wave packets. In addition, our calculation of

spatial coherence index suggests that PV front theory isn't good at describing the

spatial coherence of baroclinic wave packets.

In chapter 4, we shall define spatial coherence indices of baroclinic waves and wave

packets as indications of how (spatially) coherent waves and wave packets remain after

passing one region. The bands with higher spatial coherence index will be referred

to as spatially coherent path (SCP hereafter) of baroclinic waves and wave packets

respectively. We shall see SCP of wave packets in winter and summer definitely is

located in the regions of lower IPV meridional gradient. In order to see the influence

of baroclinicity on the spatial coherence, we examine the difference between spatial

coherence (of waves and wave packets) in winter and that in summer. It seems

baroclinicity projects an obvious influence on spatial coherence of waves, but not



on spatial coherence of wave packets. This is different with what Chang and Yu

suggested based on the calculation of PCI and WCI. We also find spatial coherence

of wave packets in mid-latitude regions is higher in summer than in winter.



Chapter 2

Storm Tracks and Interannual

Variability

2.1 Interannual seesaws of storm tracks, mid-latitude

westerlies and baroclinicity in winter

2.1.1 Storm tracks

The storm tracks in each winter season are referred to the mid-latitude band with

higher seasonal RMS(v'). Seasonal RMS(v') is calculated as before, except in a shorter

time period of only one winter. In order to investigate the interannual variation of

storm tarcks in winter, we average 23 seasonal RMS(v') fields at first and the inter-

annual anomalies are obtained by removing the 23-winter mean from each seasonal

result. The principle modes of interannual variability of storm tracks are identified by

applying empirical orthogonal function analysis to above 23 anomalies. Four leading

modes (EOF1, EOF2, EOF3, EOF4 hereafter) with the highest percentage of vari-

ance explained by them are shown in Fig. 2-1. The percentage is shown at the end

of title in each panel. It is seen that these four leading modes collectively account

for over 45% of the total variance. Inspection of four patterns in Fig. 2-1 reveals

following types of interannual variability of storm tracks.
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a) EOF1 (Fig. 2-la): The prominent feature of EOF1 mode is the intensification

(weakening) of eddy activities in the main body of storm tracks accompanys the

weakening (intensification) of ambient eddies, while bears variation of eddy activities

in the middle of low-latitude Pacific. As will be demonstrated in the section 3.6, this

mode is mainly controlled by the variations of basic state flow and baroclinicity.

b) EOF2 (Fig. 2-1b): This mode seems to bear variability occurring near the

baroclinic wave guide. Hence the first guess is it could have relation with WCI or

PCI. In section 3.6, we shall compute the spatial correlation between EOF2 pattern

of RMS(v') and the correlation pattern of Fig. 3-13b. The spatial correlation is found

to be high (0.72). Also, we carry out similar calculation for PCI and find its EOF1

mode has high correlation with EOF2 of RMS(v').

c) EOF3 (Fig. 2-1c): A dipole structure in the Atlantic and meridional displace-

ments of the position of Pacific storm track are the main characteristics of this mode.

What causes the variation of EOF3 isn't clear to us yet.

d) EOF4 (Fig. 2-1d): This mode is characterized by the variation of eddy activities

which oscillates between the main body of baroclinic wave guide and ambient regions.

As for EOF2 mode mentioned above, we shall compute the spatial correlation (in

section 3.6) between EOF4 pattern of RMS(v') and the correlation pattern of Fig.

3-13a and find it's even higher (0.77).

2.1.2 Westerlies

The interannual variabilities of Pacific and Atlantic westerlies can be shown by ap-

plying EOF's analysis to the interannual anomalies of Ubar and by calculating simul-

taneous one-point correlation of Ubar. In Fig. 2-2, we display the four leading EOF

modes of Ubar anomalies which depict below characteristics of Ubar variations.

a) EOF1, EOF2 and EOF4 (Figs. 2-2a, b and d): Each mode is characterized by a

dipole structure in the mid-latitude Pacific and Atlantic. The dipole seems to be one

part of the wave structure which extends northward from the tropical ocean. This

probably has relation with planetary stationary wave forced by tropical sea surface

temperature (SST) anomalies (Hoskins and Karoly, 1981). All these modes don't
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Figure 2-3: a) One-point simultaneous correlation of Ubar, base point (30N:150W).
b) Same as a) except for base point (30N:30W). c) Correlation between Ubar and
the intensity index of Pacific storm track. d) Correlation between Ubar and the
intensity index of Atlantic storm track. The dark and light shades represent positive
and negative values. Contour interval 0.2.
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cover the Pacific jet region, while cover the jet exit in the Pacific.

b) EOF3 (Fig. 2-2c): The variation of this mode is mainly located in the East

Asia and West Pacific, which covers some parts of the Pacific jet.

To construct the one-point correlation maps, we choose 30N:150W and 30N:30W

as the base points and compute the correlations between Ubar at each base point

and other points, using their 23 seasonal-mean values. Results are shown in Figs.

2-3a and 2-3b. An obvious north-south seesaw can be seen to oscillate around the

mid-latitude in the Pacific and Atlantic regions.

For a sample size of 23 seasons, the 90% significance level corresponds to a critical

correlation value of 0.36, assuming that 22 anomalies are independent (sum of 23

anomalies is zero). It's difficult to assess the effective number of independent samples

which definitely is smaller than 23. In Fig 2-3a, we can see the largest correlation of

negative phase is almost the same as the correlation of positive phase around base

point, which is higher than 0.8 and suggests the correlation is highly significant.

Compare the EOF1 mode (2-2a) and one-point correlation map in the Pacific (2-3a),

it's easy to see their patterns are very close. The spatial correlation between them

reaches -0.85. In Fig. 2-3b, it's seen that correlations are also very high near the

Atlantic. The spatial correlations between Fig. 2-3b and Figs. 2-2b, 2-2d are 0.61

and -0.35 respectively, which suggests that Ubar oscillation in the Atlantic reflects

some properties of EOF2 mode. Since upper-level westerlies have a close relation with

low-level baroclinicity, we shall turn to see the interannual seesaw of baroclinicity.

2.1.3 Baroclinicity

We apply EOF's to interannual baroclinicity anomalies and get four leading EOF

modes as before. Results are shown in Fig. 2-4. In order to see if there exist

some relations between the EOF modes of Ubar and baroclinicity, we calculate the

spatial correlation between their EOF patterns. It's found the spatial correlation

bweteen EOF1 patterns of Ubar and baroclinicity is -0.51 and the correlation between

their EOF2 patterns is -0.58. Even these correlation are not very high, it still tends

to support our expectation in last subsection. From thermal wind relation, zonal
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wind shear is determined by the meridional temperature gradient. Hence we also

calculate four EOF modes of meridional temperature gradient anomalies at 850 mb

and results are shown in Fig. 2-5. Similar patterns can be found there, especially for

EOF1 and EOF2. The spatial correlation between EOF1 patterns of baroclinicity and

meridional temperature gradient can reach -0.79, and the correlation between their

EOF2 patterns is also as high as -0.68. This strongly supports our guess that variation

of low-level meridional temperature gradient is the main mechanism accounting for

the variation of baroclinicity.

2.2 Pacific storm track

In order to investigate the interannual variability of Pacific storm track, we need to

define an index to show its seasonal intensity. From Fig. 1-3, we can see the major

part of Pacific storm track is located in the region from 30N to 70N in latitude and

180 to 120W in longitude. The area-averaged value of seasonal RMS(v') in above

region will be taken as this index.

Lau (1988) found there is a close relation between storm tracks and monthly

circulation pattern. He also pointed out the westerlies flow should contribute to the

change of storm tracks. Suppression of the mid-winter Pacific storm track has been

well documented by Nakamura (1992). The quick-shift effect of baroclinic eddies by

basic flow is suggested to be one possible mechanism for this suppression. Since the

time for waves to stay in the strong baroclinic areas will be shorter if they are shifted

downstream faster, waves can't have enough time to grow. Thus he argued that quick

shift by stronger basic flow could cancel the effect of higher baroclinicity. However,

it's not clear if we can also contribute the interannual variability of Pacific storm

track to the variation of basic flow.

To show this, we simply correlate the intensity index of Pacific storm track in 23

winters to Ubar in the corresponding winters. Result is shown in Fig. 2-3c and basi-

cally it suggests above hypothesis could be true. We can see Ubar-Ubar correlation

pattern in Fig. 2-3a has opposite phase to the Ubar-RMS(v', Pacific) pattern in Fig.



2-3c which resembles the EOF1 pattern of Ubar (Fig. 2-2a). The spatial correlation

between Fig. 2-3c and Fig. 2-2a is as high as 0.79. The correlation between intensity

index of Pacific storm track and the temporal coefficients of EOF1 mode of Ubar is

0.58 (>0.36), which suggests that EOF1 mode of Ubar may control the intensity of

Pacific storm track. The largest correlations of positive and negative phases in Fig.

2-3c are higher than 0.6 (>0.36) which shows that the correlation is highly significant.

It's straight forward to conclude that the Pacific storm track is negatively correlated

to the southern side of Ubar seesaw but positively correlated to the northern side of

seesaw. Obviously, the Pacific storm track taken into account covers both sides of

Ubar seesaw (Fig. 2-3c). The rising question is why the intensity of Pacific storm

track is in the same phase with the oscillation of Ubar on the northern side of seesaw

while in the opposite phase to the oscillation on the southern side.

2.3 Atlantic storm track

The seasonal intensity indices of the Atlantic storm track are defined to be the area-

averaged value of seasonal RMS(v') in the band from 30N to 70N in latitude and 60W

to 0 in longitude in 23 winters (1973-1996). The same steps as in last section are taken

to correlate above 23 seasonal indices to Ubar in the corresponding winters. Results

are shown in Fig. 2-3d. As in the Pacific storm track, the one-point correlation

of Ubar-Ubar (Fig. 2-3b) in the Atlantic storm track bears some similarity to the

pattern of Ubar-RMS(v', Atlantic) correlation, also resembles the patterns of Ubar

EOF2 and EOF4 modes. Fig. 2-3d has spatial correlations of 0.54 with Fig. 2-2b and

-0.44 with Fig. 2-2d. The correlation between the intensity indices of Atlantic storm

track and the temporal coefficients of Ubar EOF2 mode is 0.39, while the correlation

between intensity indices and EOF4 mode is -0.43. Both of them are not so high

as similar correlations of Pacific storm track. One possible reason for this difference

is nonlinear stage of the life cycles of baroclinic waves often occurs in the Atlantic

storm track, which thus makes the variation of intensity of Atlantic storm track much

more complex than that of Pacific storm track. As in the Pacific storm track, it's not



clear about why the intensity of the Atlantic storm track is in the same phase with

the oscillation of Ubar on the southern side of Atlantic seesaw while in the opposite

phase to the oscillation on the northern side (see Fig. 2-3d).



Chapter 3

Baroclinic Waves Propagation and

Interannual Variability

3.1 Geographical distribution of coherence index

3.1.1 Packet coherence index

We plot packet coherence index (PCI) in Fig. 1-2c and it's seen that the maximum is

located in South Asia and North Africa. Other higher values of PCI are distributed

in a narrow band around middle latitude. Compared with WCI we will show next,
PCI in general describes the schematic wave guide given in CY better. Regions with

higher PCI are dedicated by dark colors in Fig. 1-2c and referred to as baroclinic

wave guides. Apparently, baroclinic wave guides are different with the band of storm

tracks. One important feature is the wave guides are divided into two branches near

Asia. They merge together when propagating into the Pacific. This character has

been well described in CY, and our 16-winter mean result shows it more clearly.

3.1.2 Wave coherence index

The wave coherence index (WCI), plotted in Fig. 1-1c, reveals two branches of wave

guides more clearly than PCI. However, it doesn't show the extension of wave guides

across the Atlantic. The difference between PCI and WCI has been discussed in much



detail in CY and won't be repeated here.

3.2 Coherence index change in propagation

3.2.1 Case of packet coherence index

Lee and Held (1993) suggested that coherence of wave packets is inversely related to

the baroclinicity of the basic state flow, probably due to the active chaotic baroclinic

eddies. Berberry and Vera (1996) also gave such a suggestion in their paper. It was

not until recently that wave packets datas are available (in CY) and above hypothesis

can be tested. Chang and Yu found the correlation between baroclinicity index and

PCI is not negative. In order to investigate how wave packets coherence changes in

propagation, we define the relative change of packet coherence index by:

[PCI(+2) - PCI(-2)]/[PCI(+2) + PCI(-2)] (3.1)

where PCI(+2) is the +2 days downstream packet coherence index and PCI(-2) is the

-2 days upstream packet coherence index. This is another index to give the relative

change of packet coherence when propagating from upstream region of one certain

point to its downstream region. It shows how wave packet coherence changes after

passing one position. Thus from Figs. 1-2d and 1-4a we can see the regions where

passing wave packets decrease their coherence are located near the areas with high

baroclinicity and vice versa. We calculate the spatial correlation between Fig. 1-

2d and Fig. 1-4a. The values is -0.2, which is not high but definitely is negative.

Basically, this suggests high baroclinicity can reduce coherence of wave packets.

3.2.2 Case of wave coherence index

The relative change of wave coherence index is defined by:

[WCI(+2) - WCI(-2)]/[WCI(+2) + WCI(-2)] (3.2)



where WCI(+2) is the +2 days downstream wave coherence index and WCI(-2) is

the -2 days upstream wave coherence index. Result is plotted in Fig. 1-1d. In the

Pacific, Europe, and Asia, it looks similar to the relative change of packet coherence

index. But such a similarity isn't obvious in the America and Atlantic. The spatial

correlation between Fig. 1-1d and Fig. 1-4a is -0.16 , which also gives hints that high

local baroclinicity probably can reduce the coherence of passing waves.

3.3 Group velocity and phase velocity

Statistical group velocity, which is estimated by Chang (1997) by following the move-

ment of timelag correlation center of ve from negative lag to positive lag, however,

provide no daily information of wave groups propagation. It's of much value both in

theory and observation to compute daily group velocity from the original meaning of

wave group. The fundamental physics involved in tracking wave groups (deformation

allowed) at different time basically depends on the concept of spatial coherence. In

other words, if we find a spatial wave packet (around the original wave packet) some

time later has a maximum spatial correlation with the original one, then we expect

this wave packet must develop from the original packet. The distance between these

two wave packets can be determined and used to compute group velocity.

Next we shall apply a technique based on tracking the most spatially coherent ve in

12-hour time interval to compute 12-hourly group velocity. First, we construct a base

box around each base point. The base box has longitudinal extension of 63 degrees

and latitudinal extension of 18 degrees in winter. The size of box is smaller than the

size of a typical wave packet so that deformation of wave packets 1 can be captured.

Considering the scale of wave packets is a bit smaller in summer than in winter, we

choose the longitudinal and latitudinal extensions of base box to be 53 degrees and

18 degrees in summer. These parameters are chosen according to the comparison

'The deformation of wave packets obviously is caused by the different group velocities in different
parts of wave packets. Take this fact into account, it's reasonable to use a smaller (than the typical
scale of wave packets) box so that different group velocities within wave packets can be depicted.



between our calculation (16-season mean of group velocity) and the calculation in

CY (statistical group velocity obtained from timelag correlations of ve). We have

tried to adjust the parameters to be physically reasonable and make the difference

between two calculations to be less. For each base point we construct other reference

boxes with the same size around the base box 12 hours later, and then calculate the

spatial correlation between the wave packets in base box and that in reference boxes.

The zonal and meridional distances between base point and the center of reference

box with the highest correlation then can be determined. Divide both distances

by the time interval (12 hours) then we get 12-hourly zonal and meridional group

velocities. The searching ranges (maximum distance between base box and reference

boxes taken into account) in winter and summer are chosen to be different so that

group velocities thus abtained are confined to certain realistic values. For example,

we don't allow zonal group velocity to be larger than about 120 m/s in winter and

40 m/s in summer. In order to see if this technique works well, the 16-winter mean

and 16-summer mean group velocity thus obtained are shown in Figs. 3-1 and 3-2,

as well as their streamlines and divergences. Compare them with statistical group

velocity obtained using timelag statistics by Chang (1997), we find they are in good

agreement except that our zonal group velocities are a bit smaller in jet core regions.

The availability of 12-hourly group velocity allows us to give exact calculation of mean

growth and decay rate of ve following group velocity.

Similar procedure is taken to compute 12-hourly phase velocity. Here, we use v'

data and the size of box (18 longitudinal degrees and 13 latitudinal degrees in both

winter and summer) is chosen to be smaller than a typical mid-latitude baroclinic

eddy, which allows us to pick up the deformation of synoptic eddies. In Fig. 3-3,

zonal and meridional components of phase velocity in winter and summer respectively

are shown. Compare them with zonal phase speeds estimated by Chang (1997), we

can see they are very close.
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Figure 3-2: a) Mean zonal group velocity, averaged over summers of 1980-1995. b)
Mean meridional group velocity in summer. c) Streamline of mean group velocity in
summer. d) Divergence of mean group velocity in summer. Contour intervals are 2
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3.4 Growth and decay rate of amplitude of pack-

ets following group velocity

In order to document the geographical distribution of growth and decay rate of ve

at 300 mb following Cg, we use 12-hourly group velocity previously obtained and

compute growth (decay) rate according to below formulas:

dve ve Ove ave+  gx + Cgy (3.3)

and

dgve = ave ave ave ave ave (34)-+ Cg- + Cgy = Cg- + Cgy (3.4)dt at ax ay x a y

where bar represents time mean. Obviously, the time mean of " is zero.

3.4.1 Northern Hemisphere winter

The 16-winter mean growth and decay rate of ve following Cg is shown in Fig. 3-4a.

The most prominent feature is the region of high growth rate in the Northeastern

Asia and West Pacific. This is what we expect since it's close to the region of the

highest baroclinicity (see Fig. 1-4a). Compare Figs. 1-4a and 3-4a, we find that the

West Pacific of high baroclinicity can be divided into two parts along latitude 30.

The northern part corresponds to strong growth and the southern part corresponds

to decay. What causes this difference isn't clear to us. Complete answer to this

question need to consider the vertically-integrated wave energy and find if it's also

true for the whole layer of atmosphere, provided that calculation of only one level

could miss the energy transfer between different levels. By tracking the upstream

and downstream center on the -1 day and +1 day 500 hpa lag-correlation maps,

Wallace et al. computed the difference between downstream and upstream regression

coefficients, which provides a measure of growth and decay rates following phase

velocity (see their Fig. 10). We can see the growth regions in their figure are mainly

located in the East Asia, North America and the European part of former Soviet
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Union. In the North Pacific and North Atlantic, their result shows a prominent decay.

Obviously, daily information of waves propagation isn't involved in their estimation

which thus is fairly rough. As will be demonstrated next, growth and decay rates

following group velocity and mean group velocity are impressive different. Compared

with their calculation, out result depicts the growth of wave packets following group

velocity in the Northeastern Pacific and decay in the Europe and main parts of North

America.

The other phenomenon of interest is the observed growth rate in the Northeastern

Pacific with fairly low baroclinicity. Even we need to consider the interaction between

different levels, it still seems reasonable to relate it with the oceanic cyclones which

basically are found to depend on the latent heat, rather than dry baroclinicity.

The oceanic explosive cyclones have been well documented in the recent 20 years

by, e.g., Sanders and Gyakum (1980), Roebber (1984) and Murty et al (1983). This

kind of explosive cyclones often occur in the Northeastern Pacific and Western At-

lantic and are called bombs. Chang et al (1982) and Gall (1976) showed that released

latent heat contribute more to the development of bombs compared with the effect

of pure baroclinic instability. Hence we believe storm tracks in Northern Hemisphere

winter partly are due to the latent heat released in the Northeastern Pacific.

We also plot:

Ove - ve Ove ave
Cgx + Cgy-- = Cgx +Cgy

-x ay g x ay

in winter in Fig. 3-4c. The differences between Figs. 3-4a and 3-4c are shown below.

a) The growth rate in Fig. 3-4c is much larger than that in Fig. 3-4a. However,

the difference between their decay rates is small.

b) The growth of eddies in the baroclinic regions of West America and North

Atlantic is very impressive in Fig. 3-4c, while not in Fig. 3-4a.

c) The growth regions in Fig. 3-4c extend from the middle Pacific to the tropics

without break, while there is an obvious break between the growth region near jet

core and the growth region in the tropics.



3.4.2 Northern Hemisphere summer

The 16-summer mean growth and decay rate of ve following Cg is plotted in Fig.

3-4b. The main growth regions which are located in the Northeastern Asia and the

subtropics between Asia and Africa, are downstream of baroclinic areas (see Fig. 1-

4b). And the obvious decay in the Northeastern Pacific and Northwestern America

seems to be due to low baroclinicity there. The growth and decay rate of ve following

mean group velocity is displayed in Fig. 3-4d for comparison. The growth in Fig.

3-4d is stronger than in Fig. 3-4b. However, Fig. 3-4d fails to pick up the growth in

the subtropics of Asia and Africa. Thus we can see the 12-hourly group velocity does

provide some information which is missed in the calculation of growth and decay rate

of ve using mean group velocity.

3.5 Interannual variability of baroclinic waves prop-

agation

3.5.1 EOF analysis and composite charts constructed ac-

cording to EOF modes

Next we shall examine the variability of baroclinic waves propagation. The seasonal

downstream, upstream indexes and PCI (not shown here) are noisy except that a

maximum in South Asia is always observed. And similar noise can be found in the

interannual variation of WCI. The question is whether the interannual variability of

baroclinic waves propagation has certain relations with the variations of storm tracks

and basic states. In order to investigate these possibilities, we shall apply EOF's

as before to the 23 interannual anomalies of PCI and WCI. First, four EOF leading

modes of PCI interannual anomalies are given in Fig. 3-5, which occupy about 42% of

the total variance. Then the typical scenarios for EOF modes of PCI described above

are depicted using composite charts. In constructing composite charts for the positive

phase of a given EOF mode, the time series of coefficients were ranked according to



the magnitudes. Those four years with the largest positive temporal coefficients were

then identified , and the PCI was averaged over these years to form a composite field,

hereafter referred to as high composite. Conversely, the negative phase of EOF mode

is portrayed by averaging over those years with the largest negative coefficients, and

referred to as low composite. The high and low composite charts for four leading EOF

modes of PCI are shown in Figs. 3-6 and 3-7, which reveals below characteristics:

a) EOF1 (Fig. 3-5a) shows a prominent variability in the whole body of baroclinic

wave guides. High composite chart plotted in Fig. 3-6a depicts the higher coherence

in the whole baroclinic wave guides and Alaska. Low composite chart plotted in Fig.

3-6b reveals the decrease of PCI in above regions and increase in eastern tropical

Pacific.

b) EOF2 (Fig. 3-5b) mainly depicts the interannual oscillation between southern

branch and northern branch , as well as the variation in low-latitude Pacific. From

Fig. 3-6c, we can see high composite chart reveals the intensification of southern

branch while the collapse of northern branch. The low composite chart plotted in

Fig. 3-6d, reveals the opposite tendency and an impressive coherent band in the

tropical Pacific.

c) In high composite chart of EOF3 (Fig. 3-7a), we can't distinguish two branches

of wave guides. Contrary to this, low composite chart of EOF3 (Fig. 3-7b) shows the

two-branch structure clearly. Furthermore, the whole wave guides in high composite

chart shift toward the low-latitude regions.

d) EOF4 mode (Figs. 3-5d, 3-7c and 3-7d) portrays a much more uniform zonal

extension of PCI along the middle latitude. The difference between PCI in the most

coherent region and that in other coherent regions is lower compared with other

modes.

Secondly, we display four leading EOF modes of WCI in Fig. 3-8 and composite

charts in Figs. 3-9 and 3-10. Below characteristics are revealed.

a) EOF1 (Fig. 3-8a) of WCI is similar to EOF1 of PCI, which shows an interannual

variation occurring in the whole body of baroclinic wave guides. Composite charts

in Fig. 3-9 tell us about this more clearly. High composite chart represents a more



prominent two-branch structure and vice versa for low composite chart.

b) EOF2 (Fig. 3-8b) of WCI depicts the oscillation between two branches. In

addition, it describes an oscillation of wave guides from middle latitudes near the

Atlantic to ambient latitudes.

c) EOF3 (Fig. 3-8c) of WCI reveals the variation mainly occurring in low and

high latitude.

d) EOF4 (Fig. 3-8d) of WCI shows there is another oscillation between two

branches in Asia.

Also, we display four leading EOF modes of IPV meridional gradient anomalies in

Fig. 3-11. It seems none of them has similar pattern to the EOF modes of PCI and

WCI shown above. As we have analyzed in last chapter, the interannual variability

of storm tracks could be controlled by the basic state flow and baroclinicity. On

the other hand, downstream development has been shown to be important in the

extension of storm tracks by Chang and Orlanski (1993). Thus it is of great interest

to investigate the role of WCI and PCI on the intensity variations of storm tracks,

especially for comparison with the role of basic state flow and baroclinic instability.

To show this, we simply correlate temporal coefficients of first two leading EOF

modes of interannual anomalies of Ubar, baroclinicity, WCI and PCI to 23 seasonal

RMS(v') fields. Results are shown in Figs. 3-12 and 3-13. In Figs. 3-12a and 3-12d,

we can see the correlations between Ubar EOF1, baroclinicity EOF2 and RMS(v')

resemble the EOF1 mode of RMS(v') anomalies (Fig. 2-1a). The spatial correlations

between Figs. 3-12a, d and Fig. 2-1a are 0.83 and -0.78 respectively. The correlation

between temporal coefficients of Ubar EOF1 and RMS(v') EOF1 is as high as 0.81,

and similar correlation between EOF2 of baroclinicity and EOF1 of RMS(v') is -0.69.

Basically this suggests that Ubar and baroclinicity may have high relation with the

most important mode of interannual variability of storm tracks. We also compute

correlations between all patterns in Fig. 3-13 and that in Fig. 2-1 and find below

correlations are fairly high.

a) Spatial correlation between Fig. 3-13a and Fig. 2-1d: 0.77. Correlation between

temporal coefficients of WCI EOF1 and RMS(v') EOF4: 0.66.
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c) Temporal

Winter 7374

Coefficient 1.14

Winter 8182

Coefficient 4.60

Winter 8990

Coefficient -4.39

d) Temporal

Winter 7374

Coefficient 1.76

Winter 8182

Coefficient 2.30

Winter 8990

Coefficient 2.22

Coefficients of

7475 7576

4.18 -3.96

8283 8384

-0.21 1.10

9091 9192

0.32 0.56

Coefficients of

7475 7576

0.54 1.42

8283 8384

1.01 -0.58

9091 9192

-1.04 -0.81

EOF3 of

7677

1.05

8485

-0.73

9293

1.00

EOF4 of

7677

-1.29

8485

2.03

9293

4.21

PCI, Winters

7778 7879

-1.03 1.16

8586 8687

0.86 1.37

9394 9495

1.52 -2.06

PCI, Winters

7778 7879

-1.21 -1.98

8586 8687

-3.04 -1.08

9394 9495

-1.26 2.50

Table 3.1: a) Temporal Coefficients of EOF1 of PCI. b) Same as a) except for EOF2
of PCI. c) Same as a) except for EOF3 of PCI. d) Same as a) except for EOF4 of
PCI.
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a) Temporal Coefficients of EOF1 of WCI, Winters (1973-96)

Winter 7374 7475 7576 7677 7778 7879 7980 8081

Coefficient 1.84 -1.51 -1.29 -0.78 2.00 -2.55 -2.15 1.66

Winter 8182 8283 8384 8485 8586 8687 8788 8889

Coefficient 0.74 3.18 -1.56 -0.93 2.14 1.64 1.58 1.20

Winter 8990 9091 9192 9293 9394 9495 9596

Coefficient -2.86 -1.32 0.00 -1.03 6.67 -2.78 -3.90

b) Temporal Coefficients of EOF2 of WCI, Winters (1973-96)

Winter 7374 7475 7576 7677 7778 7879 7980 8081

Coefficient -0.50 -3.70 -0.39 -1.85 -0.43 -1.01 0.47 1.29

Winter 8182 8283 8384 8485 8586 8687 8788 8889

Coefficient -2.43 4.53 1.25 -1.86 -0.54 -2.74 1.15 1.51

Winter 8990 9091 9192 9293 9394 9495 9596

Coefficient -0.36 1.68 1.46 4.21 -2.81 2.57 -2.51



c) Temporal

Winter 7374

Coefficient 1.95

Winter 8182

Coefficient -0.77

Winter 8990
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Coefficients of EOF3 of
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-2.70 -2.71 4.48
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7778 7879

1.74 2.93
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-0.59 -0.57

9394 9495
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d) Temporal

Winter 7374

Coefficient 0.14

Winter 8182

Coefficient -3.00

Winter 8990

Coefficient 1.85

Coefficients of EOF4 of

7475 7576 7677

0.29 3.34 -2.69

8283 8384 8485

1.68 -1.14 -2.00

9091 9192 9293

-0.45 -3.23 -0.58

Table 3.2: a) Temporal Coefficients of EOF1 of WCI. b) Same as a) except for EOF2

of WCI. c) Same as a) except for EOF3 of WCI. d) Same as a) except for EOF4 of

WCI.
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High composite of PCI EOF2. d) Low composite of PCI EOF2. Contour interval 0.4.
The different shades represent values greater than 0.4 and 0.48 respectively.
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Figure 3-7: a) High composite of PCI EOF3. b) Low composite of PCI EOF3. c)
High composite of PCI EOF 4. d) Low composite of PCI EOF4. Contour interval 0.4.
The different shades represent values greater than 0.4 and 0.48 respectively.
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a) EOF1 of WCI Anomaly (12.1%)
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a) High Composite of WCI EOF1
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Figure 3-9: a) High composite of WCI EOF1. b) Low composite of WCI EOF1. c)
High composite of WCI EOF2. d) Low composite of WCI EOF2. Contour interval
0.4. The different shades represent values greater than 0.44 and 0.52 respectively.
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Figure 3-10: a) High composite of WCI EOF3. b) Low composite of WCI EOF3. c)
High composite of WCI EOF4. d) Low composite of WCI EOF4. Contour interval
0.4. The different shades represent values greater than 0.44 and 0.52 respectively.
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Figure 3-11: Same as Fig. 2-1 except for meridional gradient of IPV.
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a) Correlation bet. Ubar EOF1
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Figure 3-12: a) Correlation between temporal coefficients of Ubar EOF1 and RMS(v').
b) Same as a) except for temporal coefficients of Ubar EOF2. c) Same as a) except
for temporal coefficients of baroclinicity EOF1. d) Same as a) except for temporal co-
efficients of baroclinicity EOF2. Contour interval 0.2. The different shades represent
absolute values greater than 0.2 and 0.4.



a) Correlation bet. WCI EOF1
and RMS(v')
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Figure 3-13: a) Correlation between temporal coefficients of WCI EOF1 and RMS(v').
b) Same as a) except for temporal coefficients of WCI EOF2. c) Same as a) except
for temporal coefficients of PCI EOF1. d) Same as a) except for temporal coefficients
of PCI EOF2. Contour interval 0.2. The different shades represent absolute values
greater than 0.2 and 0.4.
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Figure 3-14: a) Correlation between temporal coefficients of WCI EOF1 and Zbar.
b) Same as a) except between WCI EOF1 and PVGR. c) Same as a) except between
WCI EOF1 and baroclinicity. d) Same as a) except between WCI EOF1 and Ubar.
Contour interval 0.2. The different shades represent absolute values greater than 0.2
and 0.4.
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Figure 3-15: Same as Fig. 3-14 except for the correlation between WCI EOF2 and
basic states.
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b) Spatial correlation between Fig. 3-13b and Fig. 2-1b: 0.72. Correlation be-

tween temporal coefficients of WCI EOF2 and RMS(v') EOF2: 0.67.

c) Spatial correlation between Fig. 3-13c and Fig. 2-1b: 0.63. Correlation between

temporal coefficients of PCI EOF1 and RMS(v') EOF2: 0.53.

d) Spatial correlation between Fig. 3-13d and Fig. 2-1d: 0.44. Correlation be-

tween temporal coefficients of PCI EOF2 and RMS(v') EOF4: 0.33.

Hence we can see that at least two leading modes of interannual variability of storm

tracks are associated to the variations of WCI or PCI. This supports our expectation

that propagation of baroclinic waves and wave packets can also influence the variation

of storm tracks.

In order to further see what accounts for the interannual variability of WCI and

PCI, we are going to correlate their temporal coefficients of EOF1 and EOF2 modes

to four so-called basic states, e.g., baroclinicity, IPV gradient (PVGR), Ubar and

unfiltered Zbar (seasonal mean geopotential height). Results are shown in Figs. 3-14

to 3-17. The noisier patterns are the correlations between EOF modes and baroclin-

icity , PVGR, which is natural since high-order derivative is involved in calculation of

baroclinicity and PVGR. The correlations between EOF modes and Zbar, however,

are smaller. It seems Ubar can have some possible relation with WCI (Fig. 3-15d).

However, since most of the correlations are low (<0.36) except for Fig. 3-15d, it's

difficult to contribute the principle modes of interannual variabilities of WCI and PCI

to the basic states shown above. Further investigations about this will be carried out

in the next subsection.

3.5.2 Composite charts constructed according to objective

analysis

Besides the composite charts constructed according to the magnitudes of EOF modes

of interannual variations, we also construct composite charts using other objective



analysis. First, we chose 6 areas of interest 2 along the baroclinic wave guides and

calculate the area-averaged value of WCI in 23 winters. For each area, the 23 time

series of WCI were ranked according to their values. Those 3 years with the largest

and lowest WCI were then identified, and the one-point (located within the concerned

area) timelag correlation of v' was averaged over these years to form high and low

composite charts. In order to see their relations with basic state flow, storm tracks

and timelag correlation of ve, we also display composite charts of Ubar, RMS(v') and

timalg correlations of ve averaged over corresponding composite years. All results are

shown in Figs. 3-18-3-35. Inspection of all figures reveals some characteristics listed

below.

a.1) Upstream of 40N, 140E (Fig. 3-18): Both the southern and northern branches

of wave path (referred to the upstream regions with higher coherence and showing

wave structure) upstream of base ponit are much lower in low composite years than

in high composite years. Ubar and RMS(v') in the southern branch is stronger in the

high composite years, while contrary in the northern branch.

a.2) Downstream of 40N, 140E (Fig. 3-19): The wave path in the high composite

years bears a bit higher coherence and the wave path in the low composite years split

into two parts when waves propagate into the America. Both Ubar and RMS(v') in

the high composite years increase along the central position of wave path.

b.1) Upstream of 40N, 170W (Fig. 3-20): The wave coherence, Ubar and RMS(v')

increase along the wave path in the high composite years and vice versa.

b.2) Downstream of 40N, 170W (Fig. 3-21): When the timelag correlations in-

crease along the wave path in America in the high composite years, Ubar decreases

there. However, RMS(v') still shows a little intensification there. It seems possible

that higher wave coherence cancels the effect of weaker Ubar on storm tracks.

c.1) Upstream of 40N, 120W (Fig. 3-22): Wave coherence increases in the central

band of wave path (150E:120W, 40N:50N) in the high composite years. Ubar in this

band in the corresponding years, however, doesn't show an uniform change. It seems

2 The 6 areas are: (130E-145E, 30N-45N), (180-165W, 30N-45N), (125W-10OW, 35N-50N), (70W-
55W, 35N-50N), (5W-10E, 30N-45N), (60E-75E, 20N-35N).



to be stronger in northern band and weaker in the southern band. Compared with

the change of Ubar, RMS(v') is found to be uniformly stronger in the whole band in

the high composite years.

c.2) Downstream of 40N, 120W (Fig. 3-23): The wave coherence, Ubar and

RMS(v') increase along the central wave path in the high composite years and vice

versa.

d.1) Upstream of 40N, 60W (Fig. 3-24): When the timelag correlations increase

along the wave path to the Northeast of America in the high composite years, Ubar

decrease there. However, RMS(v') still shows a strong intensification there. In other

parts of wave path, timelag correlation, Ubar and RMS(v') all increase in the high

composite years.

d.2) Downstream of 40N, 60W (Fig. 3-25): In this case, Ubar remains fairly

steady along the wave path in the different composite years. However, RMS(v') still

increases along the wave path in the high composite years when timelag correlations

are higher there.

e.1) Upstream of 40N, 0 (Fig. 3-26): Similar to the case d.1), Ubar decreases in

most parts of wave path when wave coherence increases, while RMS(v') still becomes

stronger.

e.2) Downstream of 40N, 0 (Fig. 3-27): Even we can see Ubar is intensified near

wave path, but the shape and position of intensified band are not in good agreement

with that of wave path. However, the change of RMS(v') along the wave path depicts

a perfect agreement between them.

f.1) Upstream of 25N, 70E (Fig. 3-28): This case is similar to case e.2) and won't

be repeated here.

f.2) Downstream of 25N, 70E (Fig. 3-29): Ubar decreases in South Asia and

remains almost unchanged in East Asia when wave coherence increases in above

regions. Compared with Ubar, the change of RMS(v') again is in better agreement

with the change of wave path between different composite years.

In general, we find when the timelag correlations of v' are higher somewhere, local

RMS(v') always increase too. Ubar seems to have some relation with the variation of



timelag correlation, but not so obvious as RMS(v'). Also, difference between RMS(v')

over two composite years (compared with difference between Ubar over two composite

years) is in better agreement with difference of timelag correlation of v' between high

and low composite years, either in position or shape. Furthermore, from Figs. 3-30

to 3-35, we only find 2 cases (from total of 12 cases) that timelag correlation of ve is

not higher in the years with higher timelag correlation of v' (see Figs. 3-31a, b and

3-33c, d). This suggests that certain relation exists between timelag correlations of

ve and v'.

I ;
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Figure 3-18: a) High composite of -2 days timelag correlation of v', base point
(40N:140E). b) Low composite of timelag correlation of v', base point (40N:140E). c)
Difference between Ubar averaged over high and low composite years. d) Difference

between RMS(v') averaged over high and low composite years. Contour intervals are

0.1 in a) and b), 2ms - 1 in c), and 1ms - 1 in d).
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Figure 3-19: Same as Fig. 3-18 except for +2 days timelag correlation of v'
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Figure 3-20: Same as Fig. 3-18 except for base point (40N:170W)
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Figure 3-21: Same as Fig. 3-19 except for base point (40N:170W)
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Figure 3-23: Same as Fig. 3-19 except for base point (40N:120W)
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Figure 3-26: Same as Fig. 3-18 except for base point (40N:0)
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Figure 3-28: Same as Fig. 3-18 except for base point (25N:70E)
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Figure 3-29: Same as Fig. 3-19 except for base point (25N:70E)
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Figure 3-30: a) -2 Days timelag correlation of ve averaged over the high composite
years in Fig. 3-18a). b) Same as a) except for the low composite years in Fig. 3-18b).
c) +2 days timelag correlation of ve averaged over the high composite years in Fig.
3-19a). d) Same as c) except for the low composite years in Fig. 3-19b). Contour
interval 0.1.
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Figure 3-31: a) -2 Days timelag correlation of ve averaged over the high composite
years in Fig. 3-20a). b) Same as a) except for the low composite years in Fig. 3-20b).
c) +2 days timelag correlation of ve averaged over the high composite years in Fig.
3-21a). d) Same as c) except for the low composite years in Fig. 3-21b). Contour
interval 0.1.
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Figure 3-32: a) -2 Days timelag correlation of ve averaged over the high composite
years in Fig. 3-22a). b) Same as a) except for the low composite years in Fig. 3-22b).
c) +2 days timelag correlation of ve averaged over the high composite years in Fig.
3-23a). d) Same as c) except for the low composite years in Fig. 3-23b). Contour
interval 0.1.
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Figure 3-33: a) -2 Days timelag correlation of ve averaged over the high composite
years in Fig. 3-24a). b) Same as a) except for the low composite years in Fig. 3-24b).
c) +2 days timelag correlation of ve averaged over the high composite years in Fig.
3-25a). d) Same as c) except for the low composite years in Fig. 3-25b). Contour
interval 0.1.
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Figure 3-34: a) -2 Days timelag correlation of ve averaged over the high composite
years in Fig. 3-26a). b) Same as a) except for the low composite years in Fig. 3-26b).
c) +2 days timelag correlation of ve averaged over the high composite years in Fig.
3-27a). d) Same as c) except for the low composite years in Fig. 3-27b). Contour
interval 0.1.
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Figure 3-35: a) -2 Days timelag correlation of ve averaged over the high composite
years in Fig. 3-27a). b) Same as a) except for the low composite years in Fig. 3-27b).
c) +2 days timelag correlation of ve averaged over the high composite years in Fig.
3-28a). d) Same as c) except for the low composite years in Fig. 3-28b). Contour
interval 0.1.
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Chapter 4

Spatially Coherent Path

4.1 Geographical distribution of spatially coher-

ent path of baroclinic waves

The concept of spatial coherence of baroclinic waves will be introduced next to de-

scribe the temporal evolution of spatial structure of baroclinic eddies. Similar to what

we did in calculating 12-hourly phase velocity, we construct a base box around each

base point at certain time and construct some reference boxes around base box 12

hours later. The only difference is the size of box is taken to be the typical scale

of mid-latitude baroclinic eddies (43 longitudinal degrees and 28 latitudinal degrees

in both winter and summer). Then the spatial correlations between v' in the base

box and in the reference boxes are calculated. The maximum correlation thus can

be determined and regarded as the indication of spatial coherence of passing waves

at certain time. Based on the 16-season data (12-hourly, 1980-1996 for winter and

1980-1995 for summer), we calculate 12-hourly spatial coherence fields and average

all 12-hourly maps together to get statistical result of spatial coherence which will be

called as spatial coherence index (SCI hereafter) of baroclinic waves.

SCI patterns of baroclinic waves in winter and summer are shown in Figs. 4-

Ic and 4-1d respectively. Since the time interval we choose is only 12 hours, the

spatial correlations of waves in such a short time interval remain fairly high. Even
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Figure 4-1: a) 16-winter mean of spatial coherence of wave packets. b) 16-summer
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the difference between higher coherence (- 0.9) and lower coherence (, 0.8) is not

large, we still can expect such a small difference will develop and finally lead to large

deviation of coherence in longer time interval. In winter, we can see the coherent band

(dedicated by dark colors) covers the mid-high-latitude regions except that there is a

break near the Pacific jet core where growth of baroclinic eddies is prominent (Fig.

3-4a). It gives hints that chaotic baroclinic developments in winter can reduce the

spatial coherence of passing waves. Spatial coherence in low latitude, however, is

weaker. In summer, the coherent band shifts to higher latitude, probably due to

the growth of eddies in low latitude (Fig. 3-4b). SCI of baroclinic waves involves

the spatial coherence of wave packets and carrier waves at the same time, and it's

difficult to distinguish them only from above results.

4.2 Geographical distribution of spatially coher-

ent path of baroclinic wave packets

Similar to what we did in last section, we compute the spatial coherence index of

baroclinic wave packets. The difference is we use daily ve fields, rather than v', and

the size of box 1 is larger ( 103 longitudinal degrees, 33 latitudinal degrees in winter

and 93 longitudinal degrees, 28 latitudinal degrees in summer). In Figs. 4-la and 4-1b,

we show SCI patterns of baroclinic wave packets in winter and summer respectively.

In both seasons, the mid-latitude SCI patterns are very continuous and systematic

and show little influence of baroclinicity (as well as other basic states such as seasonal

mean wind and meridional IPV gradient ) because no corresponding zonal vari?.tions

in SCI patterns can be found as in baroclinicity and other basic states distribution

(For baroclinicity and IPV gradient, see Figs. 1-4 and 1-5. For Ubar, please see CY).

Thus it's not evident to say that spatial coherence of baroclinic wave packets depends

on baroclinicity. In other words, the observed break of mid-latitude coherent band

iThe size of box is larger than the value we took before for group velocity because we are interested
in the coherence of the whole spatial packet. We take it about the same size of a typical wave packet
seen in 12-hourly ve fields. But actually our result doesn't depend on the exact size of box.



(shown in last section) in winter may come from carrier waves, i.e., phase parts of

waves. From Figs. 4-la and 4-1c, it's seen that spatial coherence of mid-latitude wave

packets in winter is a bit lower than the coherence of waves, which suggests the way

to forcast weather by exploring the evolution of wave packets may not work. Our

calculation shows spatial coherence of mid-latitude wave packets in summer is higher

than in winter (see Figs. 4-la and 4-1b). Lee and Held suggested the much more

confined meridional wave group path in summer could favor coherence. 2 We can see

this may also be true for spatial coherence in Northern Hemisphere. The streamline

patterns of group velocity indicate the meridional confinement of mid-latitude wave

groups is stronger in summer than in winter (see Figs. 3-1c and 3-2c). However, the

streamline in summer in low latitude reveals a stronger meridional propagation than

in winter. From Figs. 1-5a, 1-5b, 4-la and 4-1b, it's seen that spatially coherent

path (dedicated by dark colors) are located in the regions of low IPV gradient, no

matter in winter or summer. In addition, SCI of wave packets decreases with latitude

from subtropics in winter. In summer, it reaches the peak in middle latitude. What

accounts for this interseasonal shift of the position of spatially coherent path is also

a question of interest.

2They didn't specify it for spatial coherence.



Chapter 5

Interpretation of Spatial

Coherence, Temporal Coherence

and Baroclinic Wave Guides

Let's consider a simple 2-D wave V(x, t) as:

1 f+oo
(,t) = (k)exp[i(kx - wt)]dk (5.1)

where w and k are real and linear dispersion relation is w = w(k). In the atmo-

sphere, baroclinic waves grow mainly due to baroclinic instability and we need to

consider the case of complex w. In spatial-temporal instability theory, both w and

k are taken as complex and group velocity in usual meaning loses its mathemati-

cal base. Hence whether below analysis will be valid when complex w or k or both

are involved remains open to discussion. However, if baroclinicity is weak (e.g., in

Nothern Hemisphere summer) and w and k can be regarded as real, then we expect

below analysis works well. Assuming wave numbers with the highest energy density

concentrate near certain wave number k0 , we can Taylor expand w(k) as:

dw 1 d2w
w(k) = w(ko) + ( d)ko(k - ko) + ( d2)ko(k - k0) 2 +...

dkC 2 dk22



z wo + Cg(k - ko) + I(k - ko)2
2

where Cg =

yields:

()fko is group velocity and B = ( )ko. Substituting (5.2) into (5.1)

1 +oo
(X, t) = exp[i(kox - wot)] ¢(k)exp{i[P(x - Cgt) - BP2t]}dP (5.3)

2

Here, P = k - ko. Assume 0(k) is Gaussian form:

P2

0(k) = exp(- 2

and substitute 0(k) into (5.3) we have:

(x, t) z ~ xp[i(kox - wot)]
727-o f0

p 2

exp[iP(x - Cgt) - -(iBt + 1/12)]dP
2

1 p (x - Cgt)212
exp[i(kox - wot)] exp[-

1 + iBl2t 2(1 + iB2t)

The wave amplitude can be expressed as:

(5.4)

5.1 Spatial coherence of wave packets

In general, spatial coherence of wave packets is referred to spatial correlation between

the whole spatial packet (not packet value at one grid point) and the same packet

(deformation allowed) some time later. Next, theoretical analysis of dispersion of

spatial wave packet in the atmosphere will be given.

From equation (5.4), the length scale of spatial packet at any fixed time t is:

1 + B 214t2

L = 1 (5.5)

Obviously, the value of L at t = 0 is:

|I (x, t) 12= 2 exp[ 14t (x - Cgt)2]1 + B214t 2 1 + B214t2

(5.2)



Lo = 1/1

Hence L can be written as:

L = L 1 + B 2t 2 /L (5.6)

We can get following characteristics of wave packet:

a) When t < IL2 /BI, L e Lo and wave packet is weak-dispersive.

b) When t > ILI/BI, L > Lo and the shape of wave packet changes much.

c) If

d2w d_
B = )ko dk=( )ko = 0

wave packet is non-dispersive.

d) If the length scale of wave packet is longer, dispersion is weaker. This can be

seen from (5.6):

B 2t 2
L/Lo = 1+ L

Above analysis shows general nature of any kind of wave packet. Next we apply

it to wave packets in the atmosphere for following cases.

5.1.1 Barotropic PV front

Recently, Morgan (1995) tried to figure out a basic state for the study of synoptic-

scale waves, in which synoptic eddies and other transients have been removed, but

dynamically important features (e.g., PV gradient) of the observed distribution have

been retained. To describe how waves propagate in a basic state with strong merid-



ional PV gradient, he gave an ideal PV front theory. In the condition that there is

a PV jump (6q) at some latitude yo in the barotropic atmosphere with f - plane

approximation, dispersion relation can be expressed as:

w = kU(yo) - (5.7)
2

Thus,

d2w
B = (-d )ko = 0

and

L/Lo = 1

where U(yo) is the zonal wind velocity at yo. We can see the wave packet is non-

dispersive. Since this is an ideal condition with meridional PV gradient expressed by

a delta function, we shall consider another case with, e.g., continuous PV gradient

and 3 - plane approximation.

5.1.2 Barotropic continuous PV gradient

The leading approximation of WKB solution to the linear QGPV equation on / -

plane gives the dispersion relation as:

w = kU - k K (5.8)
K2

Neglect meridional structure and assume K 2 = k2 then we have:

w = kU- q
k

Thus,



d2 w
B=(dk2 )ko = -24/k

Substituting above result to (5.6) yields:

442
L/Lo = 1 + t 2  &2

2-

Hence we can see qY = p - = 0 also leads to a weak dispersion of wave packets.

In addition, for those waves with longer spatial packet (larger Lo) and shorter spatial

carrier wave (larger k0), dispersion is weaker and vice versa.

5.2 Temporal coherence of wave packets

The temporal coherence of wave packets is defined to be the correlation between the

temporal packet in one position and that in other position. In mathematics, temporal

coherence is closer to the timelag correlation. Hence the first guess is temporal coher-

ence of wave packets could influence PCI distribution. Next we shall give theoretical

analysis on temporal coherence.

From equation (5.4), we can see that for any fixed x, when

to = x/Cg

I V(x, t) 12 reaches its maximum. The e-folding time t1 for the wave amplitude can

be expressed in below form:

12 ( - Cgtl)2  1

1 + B 214t

Above form can also be written as:

Cg2 12(tl - t) 2  1
1 + B2

1~ + 2 4 2



The time scale of temporal packets is:

1 + B 2 4t ()
T = tl - to = 1(59)Cgl

Thus we can see the time scale of temporal packet is determined by 1 which has

relation with the wave number spectrum (assumed to be a Gaussian form at the

beginning of this chapter), group velocity and B. It's natural to expect that the

temporal coherence of wave packet will depend on the relative change of T in fixed

time interval (dt) following group velocity:

dT 1 d dt 1 OT +Cg )dt
| I=I dt I= | ( + Og )dt I

Assuming 1 is constant and 1+B2 l4t' is slow varying and also can be taken as constant,

we have:
dT 1 OCg OCgI O ( + Cg ) I (5.10)
T Cg at &x

Since 12-hourly group velocity can be zero somewhere which will make d approachT

infinity, thus 12-hourly calculation of (5.10) is impossible. However, it's reasonable

to expect
OCg 8Cg

( 0  + cg I)/Cg (5.11)at az

which is plotted in Fig. 5-la will depict main points in physics. Here, bar represents

16-winter mean. The lower value represents higher temporal coherence. We can see

it is fairly similar to the observed PCI distribution. Hence we believe the temporal

coherence of wave packet is important to understand the baroclinic wave guides,

rather than spatial coherence of wave packet. From equation (5.10), it's straight

forward to conclude that the change of group velocity will lead to change of temporal

coherence. Since we don't demodulate v' in time, it is difficult to distinguish the

effect of temporal coherence of packets from that of carrier waves in our calculation

of timelag correlation. Considering the relation between upper-level basic state flow

and group velocity and the possible linkage between temporal coherence and timelag
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correlation, the fact (we showed in section 3.6) that higher timelag correlations are

sometimes accompanied by stronger Ubar can be partly explained.

Description of timelag correlation of ve and PCI in more details will be given in

the next section. PCI will be shown to resemble the relative growth (decay) rate of

wave packets (both spatially and temporally) following (statistical) group velocity.

5.3 Timelag correlation of ve and PCI

Let us consider the positive timelag correlation between ve'(x, t) and ve'(x + dx, t +

dt). Here, ve' (deviation from seasonal mean) is the perturbation field of ve and is

used in calculation of timelag correlation, dx is the distance between base point and

certain point around, and dt can be regarded as timelag. Downstream index of wave

packets coherence of certain base point, as we have defined, is the maximum value of

the positive timelag correlations of that base point. Recall the method to calculate

statistical group velocity (Cg) using timelag correlation of ve (For readers not familiar

with this, please refer to CY), it's straight forward to get:

Packet downstream coherence index will be the correlation between base point and

the point wave packets (starting from base point x at time t) reach (on average) after

time interval dt, saying, the moving distance for downstream index is dx = Cg dt.

The positive timelag correlation between ve'(x, t) and ve'(x +Cgdt, t + dt) is given

by:

Er(, ve'(x, t)ve'(x + Cgdt, t + dt)
a(x)a(x + Cgdt)

where

N

o(x)= ve"(x, t)]2
t=1

N

o(x + gdt) = [-ve2(x +Cgdt,t +dt)]
t=1



The absolute change (positive) between ve'(x, t) and ve'(x + Cgdt, t + dt) is:

Ove' -Ove'Ive'(x +Cgdt, t +dt) -ve'(x,t) 1= + - +Cg O dt (5.12)

The timelag correlation is high if there exists a strong linear relation between the

observed time series ve'(x, t) at a fixed position x and ve'(x + Cgdt, t + dt) at the

other fixed position x + Cgdt. Say, if the growth (decay) is linear,

ve'(x, t) = Cve'(x + Cgdt, t + dt), (C is a constant)

then the timelag correlation will still be one, which suggests that the timelag cor-

relation isn't directly associated with the growth or decay of above two time series.

However, Lee and Held suggested that coherence of wave packets is inversely related

to baroclinicity. The shortcoming of their suggestion is they didn't take the magni-

tude of ve' into account which is important in calculating the relative change of ve'

(defined by equation (5.15)). Obviously, it's the relative change, rather than abso-

lute change of ve', which could possibly have relation with timelag correlation of ve.

Based on the comparison between PCI and baroclinicity, Chang and Yu argued it's

not true that coherence of wave packets is inversely related to baroclinicity. They

suggested that PV gradient is the key element to determine the coherence of wave

packets. On the other hand, we find PV gradient distribution also isn't in perfect

agreement with PCI. Thus it's of interest to consider the relative change (positive)

of ve'. When we take meridional group velocity into account and look at the relative

change between ve'(£, t) and ve'(x + Cgdt, t + dt), we find it is in good agreement

with PCI distribution. Next we shall use below form to replace (5.12):

dye' Ove' dye'
Ive'(x+Cgdt, t+dt) -ve'(,t) a= +Cgxx +Cgy y I dt (5.13)

In order to see statistical result of the relative change (positive) of ve', we consider

below formulas:

Ov e' ve' Ovdye'
seasonal mean [ - + Cgx + Cgy-y I /RMS(ve')] (5.14)
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and

Ove' dvye' dve'
seasonal mean [I + Cgx + Cgy I /RMS(ve')] (5.15)

at OX 1y

where bar represents 16-winter mean and RMS(ve') is the standard deviation of ve',

which represents the magnitude of ve'. The reason for replacing Cgx and Cgy in

(5.14) by Cgx and Cgy in (5.15) is just due to the purpose of more convenient

interpretation in physics. For example, (5.15) represents mean relative change of

wave packets following group velocity. Later we shall see they give similar results.

If we consider negative timelag correlation between ve'(Z, t) and ve'(Zx+ dx, t +dt),

the moving distance for packet upstream coherence index is:

dx = Cgx dt and dy = Cgy dt, (dt < 0)

Following the same steps as downstream index and recalling that PCI is just the

average of downstream and upstream index, we would like to see if (5.14) and (5.15)

(approximation of (5.14)) can pick up main characteristics of PCI. Plotting results

of (5.14) and (5.15) are shown in Figs. 5-1c and 5-1b respectively, where '(t) is

calculated by

ve'(t + St) - ve'(t - St)
26t

and t is taken to be 12-hour interval. Basically, we can see they own much similarity

to PCI pattern in Fig. 1-2c and schematic wave guide showed in CY. For example,

two branches are observed over Asia. And regions with maximum value are located

in South Asia and North Africa.

As we have analyzed above, PCI has an uncertain relation with the growth or

decay of ve'. But the physical meaning of formula (5.15) does represent the relative

growth (decay) of wave packets. So it's an interesting question why relative change

of propagating wave packets can resemble PCI so well.
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Chapter 6

Summary and Conclusion

Downstream development of baroclinic wave packets is well known to radiate energy

to the regions of low baroclinicity and cause the zonal extension of storm trcaks in

midlatitudes. Recently, it has attracted much attention of investigators to study the

behaviour of baroclinic waves propagation in the storm tracks. The major purpose

of this thesis is to investigate the properties of baroclinic waves propagation and

their relation with interannual variability of storm tracks. Below questions have been

raised in our study: What mechanism accounts for the geographical distribution of

baroclinic wave guides? Can the interannual variations of baroclinic waves propaga-

tion influence the interannual variability of storm tracks? Are the variations of basic

states important to the interannual variability of waves propagation? And what is

the physical linkage among the interannual variabilities of storm tracks, baroclinic

waves propagation and basic states ?

The wave coherence index (WCI) and packet coherence index (PCI) are computed

to depict the characteristics of waves and wave packets propagation. The band with

higher PCI is referred to as baroclinic wave guides. Geographical distribution of

baroclinic wave guides was shown to be different with the distribution of storm tracks.

The most coherent wave guide is located in the South Asia and North Africa, which

is definitely out of storm tracks. Coherence change of propagating waves and wave

packets was found to be somehow inversely related to the baroclinicity and it suggests

chaotic development in regions of high baroclinicity may reduce the coherence of
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passing waves and wave packets. The distribution of baroclinic wave guides is in

good agreement with the relative change of wave packets following group velocity. In

chapter 2, interannual seesaws of storm tracks, westerlies, and baroclinicity in winter

season were shown. In the Pacific and Atlantic, we found intensification of storm

track is accompanied by stronger basic state flow in certain sides of Ubar seesaw.

The intensity of Pacific storm track seems to be controlled mainly by the EOF1 mode

of Ubar, while the relation between Ubar and the Atlantic storm track is not so high.

We suggested that nonlinear developments of baroclinic eddies in the Atlantic storm

track may lead to much more complex variation of its intensity.

The 12-hourly group velocity and phase velocity have been obtained by tracking

the most spatially coherent waves and wave packets. The growth and decay rate of

wave amplitudes following group velocity were calculated in Chapter 3. The regions

of prominent growth in winter are located near the Pacific jet core of the highest

baroclinicity, while the main regions of growth in summer are located downstream

of strong baroclinic areas. We examined the interannual variabilities of RMS(v'),

WCI and PCI, and found the first leading EOF mode of interannual anomalies of

RMS(v') is closely associated with the basic state flow and baroclinicity, while at

least two other leading modes have relation with WCI or PCI. Further investigation

of timelag correlation of v' by choosing base points along the baroclinic wave guides

shows that higher timelag correlations are always accompanied by the intensification

of local storm track, and sometimes by the stronger basic state flow.

In order to give more complete description of waves structure evolution, we have

analyzed difference between concepts of spatial coherence and temporal coherence.

The quantitative indications of spatial coherence of baroclinic waves and wave packets

were given in Chapter 4. The spatial coherence indices (SCI) of wave and wave packets

are computed by applying a box technique to track the propagating waves and wave

packets and calculate their spatial correlation with the original packets. We find

the spatial coherence is higher in regions with lower meridional IPV gradient, which

suggests that PV front theory may not valid in describing spatial coherence of wave

packets. The barolinicity which seems to have little influence on SCI of wave packets,
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however, projects an obvious effect on SCI of waves. Our calculation showed that

mid-latitude SCI in summer is higher than in winter. In winter season, the mid-

latitude SCI of baroclinic wave packets is a bit lower than that of baroclinic waves,

which suggests that the way to forcast weather by exploring the evolution of wave

packets may not work.

In Chapter 5, we gave theoretical interpretation of spatial coherence and temporal

coherence of wave packets, assuming both wave number and wave frequency are real.

Spatial coherence of wave packets mainly depends on the dispersion relation while

temporal coherence is mainly determined by the dispersion relation and group ve-

locity. An approximational calculation of temporal coherence was found to be fairly

similar to the distribution of PCI. Thus we suggested that temporal coherence of wave

packets is important to timelag correlation, as well as WCI and PCI. The distribution

of PCI was shown to be in good agreement with the relative change of wave packets

following group velocity, which is an interesting observation still open for discussions.
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